
[Q&A regarding Meenakshi’s Fellowship after Asha SV chapter discussion. Collated from 
ashasv-vols yahoogroups, and edited to keep only the questions and answers here.]

Q: It seems to me  now that if Puvidham is making a “profit” or has cash but is unable to pay 
Meenakshi because of audit rules, then all we are doing is facilitating a way to get funds into her 
pocket.

This is actually a wrong picture. Puvidham is not making profit or has cash to pay anyone. Puvidham 
uses all it makes (which is fairly small, and the most they really make is milk from the cows, used in 
the hostel kitchen) in the school, and that works out to a really small part of the school budget. [we 
fund the school from our chapter]

Q: If her auditor wasnt so strict would Puvidham have paid her Coordinatorship salary on its own for 
her work with them?

Multiple points here, but the short answer is No. 
[a] Paying Meenakshi as a coordinator at Puvidham is not entirely okay since only 40% of her time 
will be spent on Puvidham (school and hostel). Most of her time will be spent in the community with 
the organic initiative etc. 
[b] Puvidham does not have any funds to pay her as a coordinator. Even if the auditor would allow 
this, the funds have to come from somewhere. 

Q: Is her need for funds genuine? The reason I ask is most of the fellows we fund may not have a 
spouse earning and or other sources of income.

This again is not always true. We do fund fellows where the spouse does have an earning. Need for 
her funds are definitely genuine, in fact this need for funds is why there is a fellowship application, 
and all these past 5 months of discussion. Now, unlike a project where we can break down the details 
of the budget, we cannot break down the details of the funding need of the fellow. Because we 
cannot make decisions for them. She did explain to me why there are needs, and I think its not for us 
to question why there is a need, and how those funds will be used. The real question for us is do we 
think she has potential to make a real difference in bringing about socio-economic change in the 
society she works in. If yes, then we should be seeding such an entity. 

As an aside, her husband works in Bangalore, and he also supports the running costs of Puvidham. 
[We dont entirely fund the school/project.]

Q: Does her work as an Asha fellow encompass much more than her role as Puvidham Coord and is 
it work we should feel strongly about supporting .

This question is clearly answered in the earlier documents. Her role as Asha fellow encompasses a 
lot more than her role in Puvidham. In fact it is quantified as 40% of her time on Puvidham role. The 
entire discussion and approval from the fellowships group was about whether we feel strongly about 
supporting Meenakshi as an Asha fellow, and the decision was to do so. Now, it is up to our chapter 
to make that decision. 

Q: I realise this has been discussed by the fellows grp but hope you can assure me we arent just 
trying to find a way to help her out



I hope that answers your questions. From the fellowships group perspective, I can tell you that we 
are most definitely not trying to find a way to help her out!!!! That is contrary to the notion of 
fellowships and against the fellowship process document, and I would trust the folks who have been 
on all the calls discussing this since June to have followed the right process. If you still have 
questions, please ask them, and I'll try to answer them all. If needed, we can arrange a conference 
call with the chapter and Meenakshi too.

Also, to answer another point raised in the meeting on Wednesday, just because Meenakshi's larger 
goal is to make sure there are enough income-generating activities in the region, it is not necessary 
that she needs to be self sustaining. She is perfectly capable of sustaining herself. She is trained as an 
architect, and if she worked as one, that can provide her enough means to earn her living. The point 
really is that doing what she plans to do with the organic initiatives and the school, she is capable of 
seeding better opportunities in a larger community, and the question is do we agree with that, and do 
we want to support such an activity and an individual through Asha fellowships.

Q: This is more an Asha SV question than this project question - but feel that we should have some 
guideline on this as a chapter. Should Asha SV be more focussed on direct education related 
projects or on secondary factors that may influence education ? In the context of this project- Is 
organic farming really education related and hence should asha be funding it ? I understand that 
there is an indirect relationship ( farmers leaving the kids behind)., but does that justify our funding 
it as its not directly related to the cause of education.

This question is for the chapter to discuss maybe. But here is my shot at the answer:
- First up, Meenakshi is spending 40% of her time teaching 5th/6th grade kids in the Puvidham 
school [this is basic education]
- Next, the kids are involved in the organic nursery, the taking care of the economic analysis of input 
output costs for the two kinds of plots in each experiment land, and such (all guided by Meenakshi) 
which is good education (vocational even) for them
- Third, the farmers and laborers are getting educated in sustainable as well as economically viable, 
and organic agricultural methods

Given these, I think this clearly falls under Asha's mission statement of "bringing about socio-
economic change through education". Direct education is a confusing term, because it finally comes 
down to how do you define education? We have had some discussions on this in the past when we 
were discussing "special education" projects. Here are a couple of links to some such discussions in 
the past: 
[1] http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ashasv-vol/message/4609 [long thread, look at messages at the 
bottom to follow it]
[2] http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ashasv-vol/message/1506

Q: No visible immediate impact till 5 years ( as bamboo takes that much time to grow). Also what 
about the market for the same? They mention about employing local folks in furniture making etc.-
but who is going to buy that. Can they provide more details on how they are sure that it will be 
economically viable and prevent migration. Unknown market and unpredictable weather are 2 major 
risks, according to me for this initiative.



There are multiple criteria that can be followed up with in this fellowship which can be measured as 
the months/years:
[a] Dec08/Jan09: The Rabi season starts in December, and the saplings from the organic nursery 
should be in the trial plots where the organic methods are being tried out
[b] Apr09/May09: We should have the input cost analysis done by the kids (with Meenakshi's help) 
for both organic and the regular chemical-style farming plots
[c] Jun09: Basic Education (teaching 5th/6th grade kids): results of how they've done that year
[d] Jul09: results of the Rabi crop with full input-output cost analysis done
[e] Oct09/Nov09: Start of next year's Rabi crop -- can see how many more folks are adopting 
mechanism
[f] Oct09/Nov09: Micro-credit style coop-society to keep the nursery running etc.
[g] There should be more milestones to check which we can decide end of year1
[h] 3-4 years: kids with all this experience potentially turning these skills into a vocation
[i] 4-5 years bamboo impact as a source of employment

Like you said things are loosely defined at the 3-4 year time frame. But things are clearly defined for 
the next year. And I would imagine that is a reasonable case. Also, bamboo is not the big deal in this 
activity. Bamboo is anticipated as a future employment generation, and Bangalore is a possible 
market. One of the documents addresses a similar question, and bamboo is only one initiative. The 
primary goal is sustained agricultural methods which are ecologically sensitive to regenerate more 
land, which can be used for agriculture round the year. 

Q: Will the current migrant laborers become land owners or just laborers who stop migrating? If the 
latter, how exactly is it better for the laborers (wrt economic change)  in the long term? Wouldn't a 
newly skilled laborer move to better (more fertile) areas to seek higher paying jobs? My sense is that 
the laborers would continue to be migratory just migrate to different areas...

There are multiple points here. For one, its not only the landless who migrate for work. Due to soil 
degeneration, as well as drought conditions, even folks with small land holdings migrate. So they 
wouldnt need to migrate, potentially. Reducing migration is one of the long term goals, and by no 
means the only goal of  all this work. Lots of organic and sustainable methods and soil regeneration, 
particularly in a low-rainfall area is the primary work; along with the Puvidham kids' involvement at 
various levels of this project, from the school, to methods, and analysis and picking up skills. 

Q: How long does the fellowship group anticipate AfE supporting this fellowship? Is it going to be 
for the normal 3 years or is it going to be indefinite? Is Meenakshi going to need Asha funding for 
her grass-root efforts as a project, separate from Puvidham, as well? (comment: For perspective 
Puvidham has been active for 16 years and is not yet a revenue generating operation.)

The fellowship group (as with all fellowships) looks at this as a 3 year association (upon acceptable 
renewal every year), and we'll re-evaluate after that (again, as with all fellowships). Regarding 
funding for other organic activities outside of Puvidham, minutes from call with Meenakshi answers 
it best --

Her plan is that there should be a self help group of the farmers for this program. If the 
farmers can contribute some little amount every month into a bank account, then Puvidham 
can match that contribution as well and help them build a resource. In such a scheme, 
Puvidham's support is also to the entire group, and not to any on  individual. So that 
eventually, she expects that someone from this participating group will take up the task of 



keeping the program going, and eventually this collective resource will be able to pay for the 
time of this person. Meenakshi's idea is that if we get an external person to run this program
(even in the long run), then the program will run as long as there is this external person, and 
the best thing to do would be to get the farmers collective to run it themselves.

Regarding the comment on perspective, I think there is some notion (it came about in earlier 
questions, discussions too) that Puvidham should be a self supported initiative. Puvidham is not a 
self sufficient revenue generating entity because Puvidham is a school and a hostel. Its been growing 
in size continuously over the years and has 70 kids now. Kids from Puvidham have gone to study 
further and take up various vocational skills.  For more details on Puvidham, please look at: 
http://www.ashanet.org/projects/project-view.php?p=578

Q: It is perfectly reasonable to work with projects that would take a long period of time to have 
impact. However, is a fellowship appropriate in such a scenario? What happens if we (AfE) are not 
able to support/stop supporting this fellowship after a couple of years. Would the grassroots efforts 
stop completely? What is the fellowship groups perspective on this?

In general with most projects, if we are unable to continue support, in time they (the project partners) 
manage to find other sources of funding to go on with their work -- the stronger force in all these 
dynamics of course being the motivation and ideas/ideals of the project than our monetary support. I 
wouldnt expect anything much  different in this case too. And in this particular case, much of the 
grassroots effort also is being planned with an idea of being self sustained. 

Given the previous discussion and questions, I thought it might be good to paste the selection criteria 
the Fellowships Working Group follows:
[full document is at: 
http://data.ashanet.org/datastore/data/Focusgroups/Fellowships/ProgramReview/Review2005/Fellow
shipProcess.doc
full background on the process is at: 
http://data.ashanet.org/datastore/data/Focusgroups/Fellowships/ProgramReview/Review2005/]

Criteria for selecting a fellow 
The file evaluator.xls 
(http://data.ashanet.org/datastore/data/Focusgroups/Fellowships/ProgramReview/Review2005/Fe
llowshipEvaluator.xls) has put together a series of questions based on the above criteria. 
Following is a list of questions to be used for the review process. Additional questions can be 
specific to the application and can be posed by the chapter reviewing the application.

 Is the objective something that Asha should support? - FWG guidelines allow Asha to 
support activities beyond "pure" education; solving an important social problem

 Achievability of objective - Is the objective specific enough to be actionable? 
 Dependence/succession - Will the impact be sustainable if the candidate is no longer 

involved? 
 Replicability - Can the learnings from this activity be applied elsewhere (other locations, 

other projects) 
 Actionability - Has the candidate laid out a clear plan of action? 
 Effectiveness of plan to achieve objectives - Will the plan help achieve the objective?   
 Ability to execute - Has this person demonstrated ability to execute on his/her previous 

plans? 



 Commitment - How committed is this person to the objective?    Will they stick it out, 
through all the problems/hurdles, with their project?

 Truly committed vs. money-centric - Is the person deeply motivated and committed to 
enriching others' lives?

 Does this person appear to adhere to Asha and our core principles/ values?    e.g. 
transaparency, accountability, respect for everyone, no religious or political affiliation

 Trust and accountability - Does this person appear to have integrity and responsibility?   
 Match with asha - Can you imagine Asha building a long-term relationship with this 

candidate?-
 Do you think Asha should support this candidate? - This question is meant to capture any 

other questions/criteria not mentioned above

Note --

 This decision will be based on the application, discussion with the individual and his/her 
prior experiences/track record. 

 There will be no discrimination based on sex, race, nationality, religion, caste, education, 
class and creed, place of birth, marital status or ethnicity.

 Fellowships will not be awarded for organizations, dissertations and other academic work 
including postdoctoral, graduate and undergraduate research


